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A B S T R A C T

In order to reduce production costs and environmental impact, the cycle time reductions associated with a
decrease in temperature levels are relevant. This study focuses on the behaviour modelling of Ti-6Al-4V alloy at
temperatures between 400 °C and 500 °C in order to obtain greater formability than at room temperature, whilst
remaining below SPF conditions to reduce tool, workshop and energy costs. Mechanical tests are conducted to
identify elasto-viscoplastic model parameters. They use displacement ﬁeld measurements obtained by Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) and based on innovative surface preparation patterns adapted to high temperature
exposures. Diﬀerent material parameters are identiﬁed to deﬁne a model that is able to predict the mechanical
behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V alloy under hot/warm stamping conditions. Then, an omega shape forming test is developed to validate the behaviour model. Finally, the experimental results are compared with numerical simulations which require the implementation of the behaviour model formulation into an FE code.
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1. Introduction
In the aeronautics industry, titanium alloys are very common,
principally due to their high strength-to-weight ratio. This kind of
material is widely used in sheet form because this process avoids expensive operations such as machining and supports forming parts with
reduced weight, good mechanical properties and a high production
level [1,2]. It can be formed using three methods and three temperature
ranges. At room temperature by drawing, at very high temperature
(≃900 °C) by superplastic forming and at intermediate temperature by
hot forming or hot stamping (≥750 °C) [3]. In the case of hot forming
or stamping, the temperature is usually between 750 °C and 890 °C [4].
In order to save on energy costs and limit the environmental impact,
this study seeks to reduce the temperature range in hot stamping operations, as proposed by Odenberger et al. on Ti-6242 titanium alloys
[5].
In the design phase, numerical tools such as the ﬁnite element
method (FEM) are often used to evaluate new manufacturing processes
and predict product formability. In order to increase the accuracy of
these predictions and to develop suitable isothermal mechanical
forming processes for Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy sheet metal components,
FE-analysis of forming processes is required. The shape deviation of the
complete part generated in the sheet metal forming procedure will be
inﬂuenced by resulting geometry, sheet thickness and residual stress.
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There is little information available with regard to Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy at the temperature range from 400 °C to 500 °C hot/warm
forming conditions. On the other hand, Ti-6Al-4V has been widely
studied under SPF conditions. It is known that at high temperature,
grain boundary sliding (GBS) is the main inelastic mechanism [3]. In
this case, isotropic and viscoplastic behaviour can be assumed, but large
microstructural changes can occur and greatly inﬂuence the mechanical
behaviour [6,7]. At lower temperatures, inelastic deformation is mainly
controlled by dislocation motion [3]. In such conditions, the microstructure remains unchanged with time and temperature but other
phenomena need to be investigated [8]. A number of studies have been
performed to identify and understand the sensitivity of titanium alloy
parameters. The anisotropy [9,10], the strain rate sensitivity [11], the
temperature eﬀect [12] and the asymmetry behaviour between tension/compression [9], are prominent phenomena that need to be considered when formulating the behaviour model. Particular attention
needs to be paid to the yield criterion. Numerous anisotropic yield
formulations which can account for plastic anisotropy, e.g. Hill
[13–15]. Odenberger et al. [16] and Tuninetti et al. [17] have shown
that the yield criterion, developed by Cazacu et al. [15], accurately
describes the mechanical behaviour, associated with temperature, of Ti6Al-4V titanium alloy. The drawback of this criterion is the number of
tests required for it to be correctly identiﬁed.
This work aims to determine the process parameters that make the

best use of the material behaviour in order to optimize the forming of
industrial parts in hot/warm isothermal stamping. Thus the main problem is the formability prediction of the material under stamping
conditions. To make this prediction, an isothermal behaviour model is
proposed here. It considers an elasto-viscoplastic behaviour, an anisotropic yield criterion and hardening evolution. In this study, a Hill
criterion is identiﬁed and two diﬀerent hardening evolutions (i.e. isotropic and kinematic hardening) are compared for the analysis of the
forming procedure and the prediction of the ﬁnal shape (after springback). The present work considers three kinds of experimental tests,
namely simple tensile tests under large deformation (TTLD), cyclic tests
under small strain conditions (CTSS) and hot forming tests (HFT). The
two ﬁrst tests allow the model parameters to be determined. The simple
tensile tests under large deformation give the viscoplastic behaviour
and formability limit of the material. Whereas the tests under tensioncompression (TC) and compression-tension (CT) make it possible to
determine the yield stress, the asymmetry behaviour and the hardening
evolution. Finally the hot forming tests provide model validation by
comparing the experimental results with the FE simulations. Thus the
importance of each parameter can be quantiﬁed.
2. Material
Specimens were extracted from 1.6 mm thickness sheet provided by
VSMPO. The heat treatment applied to the Ti-6Al-4V alloy sheet was
790 °C/45 min air cooling. The as-received microstructure revealed
equiaxed dual-phase (α + β) Ti-6Al-4V alloy with an average α grain
size of 6–7 μm, as presented in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) and (c) shows the
microstructure after a tensile test performed at 400 °C and 500 °C and a
strain rate of 10−4 s−1. These strain rate conditions could be favorable
to initiate microstructural growth. In the present case, SEM observations showed a microstructure that remained unchanged at this temperature range, contrary to many research work results performed at
higher temperature [6,7].
3. Experimental set-ups
3.1. Characterization in uniaxial large elongation
The material characterization was performed in the temperature
range from 400 °C to 500 °C. The mechanical tensile tests were conducted using a servo-hydraulic testing machine (MTS 50 kN), a furnace
accurate for large elongations with three independent heating zones
and a DIC bench composed of:

• lighting system,
• green light ﬁlter,
• 5 Mega Pixels (MP) camera
• ﬁxed focal length lenses 28–300 mm.
Fig. 2 illustrates the diﬀerent components of the experimental setup. As the use of a standard extensometer is not possible due to the
large elongation, a non-linear cross head displacement u(t) (deﬁned by
Eq. (1)) is considered to achieve a constant target strain rate ϵ̇ at the
center of the specimen [18].

u (t ) = ϵ̇ xx L0 e (ϵ̇xx t )

(1)

where L0 is the initial gauge length and t is the time in seconds.
The longitudinal strain ﬁeld measurement was conducted by noncontact techniques based on DIC and VIC-2D™ software [19]. This
technique is more and more widely used [20] in this ﬁeld. The image
correlation requires a surface pattern of the specimen. In the present
study, an innovative method based on specimen anodizing was developed. To carry out this kind of speckle analysis the following steps must
be taken. The specimen surfaces are polished with abrasive paper and
cleaned with ethanol. Kroll chemical attack is applied to matify the

surface so as not to saturate the images during the correlation step.
Then a varnish speckle is applied on the specimen surface which is
anodized. The anodization process uses a stainless steel cathode, a
sulphuric acid solution (H2SO4) and a voltage of 22 V. The parameters
to perform this anodization are provided from results published by the
“Association de Traitement Thermique et de Traitement de Surface”
(A3TS) and the review of titanium anodization by Aladjem [21]. Finally
the varnish is removed with acetone. This operation obtains an adequate surface pattern of the part even after forming, in contrast to
painting, which sticks to the material. Fig. 3 shows the result of the
anodization process on a tensile specimen and include x, y and z respectively deﬁned as the axial, transverse and out of plane directions.
Displacement ﬁeld measurements and anodization speckle analysis
can then determine accurate longitudinal and transversal displacement
ﬁelds between 400 °C and 500 °C. Displacement and strain ﬁelds, under
large deformation conditions, were calculated by VIC-2D™ from the
images given by the DIC bench. Induced axial force was recorded by a
25 kN load cell.
To characterize the anisotropy of the material, the tensile properties
were evaluated along three orientations 0° (RD), 45° (DD) and 90° (TD)
with respect to the rolling direction. The viscous part was studied over
three strain rates, namely 10−4 s−1, 10−3 s−1 and 10−2 s−1. Each test
was duplicated three times if the results of the two ﬁrst ones were
diﬀerent. We observed that the experimental data were disrupted by
two phenomena: the variation, even minimal, of strain rate during a test
and the measurement of deformation by DIC. To reduce the measurement uncertainty, a Savitzky Golay ﬁlter [22] was applied. Finally, the
transverse displacement ﬁeld obtained by DIC gave the accurate instant
at which necking appeared during the test.
3.2. Characterization in tension-compression under small strain conditions
During a stamping operation, the deformation of the sheet can
evolve heterogeneously. Col [23] shows the importance of the deformation modes and the impact on the ﬁnal result. Moreover, the same
part of the sheet can undergo several states of deformation (bending
and unbending) as identiﬁed by Simon et al. [24] leading to complex
loading paths which have to be taken in account by the behaviour
model.
In order to improve the mechanical testing database, tension-compression (TC), compression-tension (CT) and relaxation (RELAX) tests
were performed by Faurecia Materials Laboratory.1 In this case, strain
controlled pull-push tests were conducted on ﬂat specimens using a
high temperature extensometer. The purpose of these tests is to analyse
the strain rate sensitivity, the asymmetry behaviour and the kinematic
eﬀect (Bauschinger eﬀect) for cyclic tests. This system is especially
designed to prevent any buckling eﬀect during the compression
loading.
Tension-compression (TC) and compression-tension (CT) consider
two diﬀerent strain rates 10−4 s−1 and 10−2 s−1 and one solicitation
direction. Whereas the stress relaxation test (RELAX) only considers one
strain rate. Table 1 illustrates all the test conditions conducted at 400 °C
and 500 °C along the rolling direction (RD).
3.3. Omega tests
In order to investigate the multiaxial behaviour, a simpliﬁed
stamping test was developed. To validate the behavior law identiﬁed
through experimental tests, an experimental set-up of the technical
specimen was used. The set-up was derived from NUMISHEET '93 [25]
and experiments were similar to those performed by Odenberger et al.
[26]. Its purpose is twofold: ﬁrst, to quantify springback by three-dimensional measurements of the work-piece after forming and,
1
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Fig. 1. Micrography of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloys at: initial state (a), after a tensile test at 400 °C (b), and 500 °C (c).

Fig. 2. Photograph of the experimental set-up composed of hydraulic tensile test machine MTS 50 kN, a furnace, a lens, a camera, a light ﬁlter and a light.

Fig. 3. Result of anodized speckle analysis on Ti-6Al-4V specimen.
Table 1
Conditions for the tensile test in small strain in rolling direction; TC=TensionCompression, CT=Compression-Tension and RELAX=stress relaxation test.
ϵ̇
−2 −1

10 s
10−4 s−1

TC

CT

RELAX

✓
✓

✓
✓

–
✓

secondly, to obtain a technical specimen able to validate the further
numerical simulations.
The sheet metal forming tests were performed under hot/warm

isothermal conditions. The tool set was composed of a punch, die and
blank-holder manufactured in X38-Cr-Mo-V5 tool steel with a nominal
hardness of 48 HRC. The tool set was mounted on a hydraulic testing
machine (MTS 50 kN). The test procedure ﬁrst considered a displacement controlled by the hydraulic rods followed by a load controlled at
the very end of the forming sequence (when the punch force reached
45 kN and up to 48 kN). For all tests, the maximum punch force was
therefore 48 kN.
All tests were performed in a furnace as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
Three types of specimens were tested for the three orientations (RD,
DD, TD). The dimensions of the sheet specimen were

Fig. 4. Photograph of the experimental device (a). Drafting with general dimensions of the forming omega tools (b).

205 mm × 30 mm. Those of the forming tools are described in Fig. 4(b).
Sheet specimens were cut by waterjet technology, cleaned with ethanol
and sprayed with Boron Nitride Aerosol as a lubrication, applied in one
thin layer.
The sheet specimens were placed and centered in the forming tool,
after which the temperature rise sequence was applied and ﬁnally the
forming operation was carried out. The lower die had a constant velocity of 0.5 or 1 mm/s and the gap between the specimen and the blank
holder could vary between 0.05 and 0.2 mm. A displacement holding
time was applied before unloading.
3.4. Anisotropy identiﬁcation
The plastic strain ratio rα is deﬁned by Eq. (2) [2]. Thus, knowledge
pl
of longitudinal ϵ̇ pl
xx and transverse ϵ̇ yy plastic strain rates during a tensile
test is required. The plastic incompressibility assumption
pl
pl
ϵ pl
xx + ϵ yy + ϵ zz = 0 , leads to the calculation of the thickness plastic strain
pl
pl
ϵzz (knowing the longitudinal ϵ pl
xx and transverse ϵ yy plastic strains).
These strain components can be calculated (with VIC-2D™ software)
from the displacement ﬁeld given by DIC. The local plastic strain ratio
is written as:

rα =

ϵ̇ pl
yy
pl
ϵ̇ zz

=−

ϵ̇ pl
yy
ϵ̇ pl
xx

+ ϵ̇ pl
yy

(2)

with α the angle between the loading and the rolling directions and ϵ̇ pl
xx ,
pl
ϵ̇ pl
yy , ϵ̇ zz respectively the strain rates along the tensile direction, perpendicular to the tensile direction and in the thickness.
For both test temperatures 400 °C and 500 °C and regardless of the
strain rates, a signiﬁcant anisotropy eﬀect was observed, as shown in
Fig. 5(a) at 400 °C, for a strain rate of 10−4 s−1 and three directions
(RD, DD and TD). Thus, the maximal stress is obtained for α = 0° direction whereas the minimal is obtained for α = 45° direction. The
maximal deformation value corresponds to the ultimate deformation
value stored before necking. It was obtained using DIC techniques and
by performing a careful image analysis to identify the times when

necking appears. This deformation before necking (ϵxx) is maximal for
α = 0° and minimal for α = 90°, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a).
For all graphs, stress normalization is carried out using the maximal
stress level obtained before necking at T = 400 °C and ϵ̇ = 10−2 s−1.
Similarly, strain normalization is done by using the maximal stain value
before necking at T = 500 °C and ϵ̇ = 10−4 s−1.
In Fig. 5(b), the evolution of the normalized plastic strain ratio rα is
shown. The normalization was obtained from the maximum mean
r + 2r + r 90
r
such as rα = rα .
plastic strain ratio calculated from rm = 0 45
4
m
These results show that the anisotropy slightly decreases when the
temperature increases because the mean value of rm tends to 1. The
error bar represents the error percentage (3%) between the minimum
and the maximum values calculated at diﬀerent strain rates.
3.5. Temperature eﬀect and strain rate dependence
Fig. 6 shows the temperature eﬀect (a) and the strain rate dependence (b) for a tensile test at 10−4 s−1 strain rate. One can notice a
decrease in the stress level with a rise in temperature as well as a rise in
the maximal elongation with temperature. Thus, a maximal stress level
and a minimal strain level are obtained at 400 °C and a minimal stress
level and a maximal strain level at 500 °C. Conversely, from the temperature eﬀect, the stress level decreases with the strain rate. Here, the
maximal stress level is obtained for 10−2 s−1 and the maximal strain
level is obtained for 10−4 s−1 at 500 °C.
3.6. Asymmetry and hardening evolution
As shown in Fig. 7, the strain–stress response under cyclic conditions at 400 °C and 500 °C for 10−4 s−1 strain rate allows the typical
loading path mentioned above to be evaluated. The yield stress level in
tension and compression are substantially the same for both test temperatures at the maximum strain level. Thus, one can conclude that the
asymmetry eﬀect is not signiﬁcant and will thus not be considered in
the rest of this study. To sum up, these tests allow identiﬁcation of the

Fig. 5. Uniaxial tensile test in three in-plane orientations showing the material's anisotropy in tension at 400 °C and 10−4 s−1 strain rate (a). Evolution of normalized
plastic strain ratio with the temperature and several orientations with respect to the rolling direction (b).

Fig. 6. True stress vs true strain of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy: temperature eﬀect from 400 °C to 500 °C and 10−2 s−1 strain rate for RD (a); strain rate dependence for
DD sampling direction at 500 °C and three strain rates: 10−2 s−1, 10−3 s−1, and 10−4 s−1 (b).

eﬀects related to the Bauschinger eﬀect, strain rate sensitivity, anisotropy and temperature dependence.
Next, the inﬂuence of each previous phenomenon on the forming
process was analysed. For this purpose, an omega shape forming was
conducted experimentally.
3.7. Forming Omega test
Since the end of the test is load controlled, the comparison of the
forces is carried out at −30 mm of displacement. Fig. 8 shows the
punch force evolution over specimen displacement for diﬀerent test
conditions. One can observe that the punch velocity and the orientations (RD or TD) do not inﬂuence the force induced (−9.8 kN at
−30 mm displacement). On the other hand, the gap between the blankholder and the specimen has a slight eﬀect. The punch force decreases
when the clearance between the specimen and the blank-holder increases. For 0.2 mm clearance, −8.8 kN punch force is induced while
for 0.1 mm clearance a punch force value of −9.8 kN is obtained. This
can be explained by the fact that a small gap between the sheet and the
blank holder involves a greater restraint of the sheet. In addition, the
temperature has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the punch force. The punch force
evolution following the two temperatures shows an increase in the
diﬀerence between the two curves. From −10 mm to −30 mm a gap of
about 10% is obtained, whereas from −30 mm to −39 mm the gap
increases to reach a value of about 25%. It can be noted here that when
the temperature decreases the evolution of the punch force increases
more rapidly.
4. Behaviour modelling
Accurate prediction of the theoretical formability of the part depends on the accuracy of the deformation behaviour results represented
by hardening models for a particular material. Hardening models associated with yield criteria describe the evolution (expansion/contraction or translation) of a yield surface representing material hardening.
In a crystal material, the plastic strain generally results from the
movement of the dislocations. The density of the latter increases due to
encounters with obstacles which slow down or block their movements

[27]. This causes hardening of the material. Two mechanisms can be
envisaged: isotropic hardening or kinematic hardening, as introduced
by Lemaitre et al. [28]. Kinematic hardening can describe the Bauschinger eﬀect identiﬁed on previous cyclic tests (cf. Fig. 7). Each
hardening model will have a unique eﬀect on the evolution of the yield
surface [2]. To describe the Ti-6Al-4V titanium behaviour, particular
attention needs to be paid to the yield criterion. As mentioned before,
the literature review [10,16,15,29] showed that the Cazacu yield criterion is well adapted to describing the behaviour of titanium alloys
from room temperature to 750 °C, especially the asymmetry between
tension and compression loadings. However, the identiﬁcation of the
criterion requires a large number of tests and is not easy to achieve. In
their study on titanium alloy under hot/warm forming conditions,
Kotkunde et al. [29] compared diﬀerent hardening models and yield
criteria. Their conclusion was that Hill and Cazacu yield criteria with
exponential law hardening models best predict the Ti-6Al-4V behaviour.
4.1. Constitutive equations
The present work considers an elasto-viscoplastic behaviour. For the
elastic part an isotropic behaviour is considered, deﬁned by isotropic
Hooke's law. An additive decomposition of the total strain rate d̄ into an
elastic d¯el and viscoplastic part d¯pl is considered (Eq. (3)).

d¯ = d¯el + d¯pl

(3)

The strain–stress equation within a large-strain formulation is written
as a relationship between the objective derivative of Cauchy stress and
the rate of the elastic deformation (Eq. (4)).
▿

σ¯ = C¯e : (d¯ − d¯pl )

(4)

where C¯e is the fourth-order elasticity tensor deﬁned by Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν.
In the present study, the asymmetry between tension and compression is not obvious for the two temperature of 400 °C and 500 °C (cf.
Fig. 7). Therefore, two modelling frames are considered with a Hill
yield criterion either combined with an isotropic (Eq. (5)) or combined
with a kinematic hardening (Eq. (6)).

Fig. 7. Stress vs strain of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy for cyclic test at 400 °C (a) and 500 °C (b).

Fig. 8. Evolution of the punch force over displacement for diﬀerent conditions. Key: Temperature - {RD=rolling direction, TD=transverse direction} – Punch speed
[mm/s] – gap between blank-holder and specimen [mm].

f (σ ) =

3¯ ¯
S : MHill : S¯ − (R − σ0) = JMHill (σ¯ ) − (R − σ0)
2

f (σ ) =

¯
MHill

3 ¯
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2

plastic strain rate deﬁned by Eq. (10).
(5)

(6)

0
0
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0 ⎞
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0
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0
0 0
0 ⎟
⎜
0
0
0 ⎟
− F + 2G + 2H 0 0
=⎜
0
0
0
2L 0
0 ⎟
⎜
0
0
0
0 2M 0 ⎟
⎜
0
0
0
0 0 2N ⎠
⎝
(7)

with S̄ the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress σ̄ , R the isotropic
¯
hardening, X̄ the kinematic hardening and σ0 the elasticity limit. MHill
is the Hill fourth order tensor which can be reduced to the matrix MH̄ill
by using the Voigt notation (Eq. (7)). Hill criterion parameters (F, G, H,
L, M, N) can be identiﬁed using two diﬀerent methods. The ﬁrst one
uses the plastic strain ratio in three diﬀerent directions. The second one
uses the three yield stresses and one plastic strain ratio [30]. In this
paper, only the second method is applied.
Two hardening variables are introduced in the standard way. Their
evolution equations are given by Eq. (8) for isotropic hardening and by
Eq. (9) for kinematic hardening. Moreover, the ﬁrst one introduces a
static recovery term for a better description of the stress–strain response
at low strain rates, as discussed below.

⎧ Ri = bi Qi ri; R =
⎪
⎪
R
r1˙ = p˙ 1 − Q1 − M1
1
⎨
⎪ r˙ = p˙ 1 − Ri , i = 2,
⎪i
Qi
⎩

(

(

3
∑i = 1 Ri
R m

)

) ( )

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎬
3⎪
⎪
⎭

2 ¯
¯ −1: d¯pl =
d pl : MHill
3

f
K

n

(10)

where K and n are Norton law parameters, and 〈-〉 represents the Macaulay brackets.
Moreover, due to the normality rule, the multiaxial plastic strain
rate d¯pl for viscoplastic material is given by Eq. (11) for the case of the
isotropic hardening and by Eq. (12) for the case of the kinematic
hardening.

∂f
3 M¯ : S¯
d¯pl = p˙
= p˙ Hill
∂σ¯
2 JMHill (σ¯ )

∂f
3 M¯ : (S¯ − X¯ )
d¯pl = p˙
= p˙ Hill
∂σ¯
2 JMHill (σ¯ − X¯ )

(11)

(12)

This model requires the identiﬁcation of several parameters, which
are Young's modulus E, the hardening parameters Qi and bi, Ci and Di
(depending on the selected model formulation) and the static recovery
parameters M and m, the viscoplastic ﬂow rule coeﬃcients K and n and
the yield criterion parameters F, G, H, L. Poisson's ratio ν will be taken
constant, equal to 0.3. These multiaxial constitutive equations were
integrated into a large strain ﬁnite-element solver Abaqus® through the
software Zmat® in order to simulate the omega shape forming test.
4.2. Identiﬁcation methodology and comparison between experiment and
modelling
The identiﬁcation of the model parameters was performed in ﬁve
stages. These steps are presented below and summarized in Fig. 9.

3
2
X¯i = 3 Ci α¯ i; X¯ = ∑i = 1 X¯i

⎧
⎫
⎪▿
⎪
m X¯ ⎪
¯
⎪¯
〈
〉
J
X
(
)
D
3
3
1
1
α˙ 1 = d¯pl − 2 C 1 X¯1 p˙ − 2
¯
M
J
X
(
)
1
1 ⎬
⎨
▿
⎪
⎪
3 Di ¯
¯
¯
α˙ i = d pl − 2 C Xi , i = 2, 3
⎪
⎪
i
⎩
⎭

(

p˙ =

(8)

)

(9)

with Qi, bi, Ci, Di, M and m are material parameters. ṗ is the eﬀective

• First, the RD tests were examined

– the stress relaxation tests were used to determined the non-viscous
stress corresponding to the stabilized stress value at the end of the
holding stage. This value was then used to determine the viscous
stress occurring in the large deformation tests for each strain rate
considered. Thus, a ﬁrst assessment of the Norton law (parameters
K and n) was found.
– Next, the ﬁrst kinematic hardening variable (parameters C1 and

Fig. 9. Schematization of identiﬁcation stages of the model parameters.

•
•

D1) was determined by using the cyclic tests. The static recovery
terms (parameters M and m) were calibrated by using the relaxation curves, allowing a better ﬁt of the behaviour model for
the low strain rates. At this stage, as only the rolling direction
(α = 0°) was being investigated, a von Mises yield criterion was
employed. Associated with a viscoplastic ﬂow rule and a kinematic hardening, the model formulation was able to reproduce the
cyclic tests for several strain rates.
– Lastly, a second and a third kinematic hardening variable (parameters Ci, Di; i = 2, 3) was added to extend the prediction to the
large deformation.
Secondly, the Hill yield criterion was identiﬁed by considering the
tensile tests under large deformation conditions along the three
orientations (RD, DD, TD).
Finally, all the parameters were adjusted by using an optimization
toolbox provided by the software Zset® [31].

At the end, a unique set of parameters was determined for the entire
database. In the case of a monotonic loading (tension or compression),
the parameters of the isotropic hardening Qi and bi for i = 1, 2, 3 can be
deduced from the identiﬁcation procedure considered for the kinematic
component by the relationship given in Eq. (13). Thus, both model
formulations can be studied.

⎧Ci ⇔ Qi bi ⎫ i = 1, 2, 3
⎨
⎩ Di ⇔ bi ⎬
⎭

(13)

For monotonic loadings, both approaches provide the same
stress–strain response (tension or compression), whereas the formulation including the kinematic hardening gives the best prediction for
cyclic loading. Fig. 10 shows the results provided at 400 °C. Good
agreement was found after optimization, regardless of the test conditions. Fig. 10(a)–(c) illustrates computed strain–stress curves compared
to the experimental results at 400 °C under small strain conditions, ﬁrst
in compression–tension at 10−4 s−1 strain rate, then in tension-compression at 10−2 s−1 strain rate and lastly for the stress relaxation test.
For the latter test, a dwell time of 300 s was considered, and the plastic
strain rate reached very low values (10−12 s−1) at the end of the relaxation time. These conditions broadly cover the strain rate range induced in the forming process.
Finally, Fig. 10(d) illustrates computed strain–stress curves

compared to the experimental results at 400 °C under large deformation.
In a similar way to the tests performed at 400 °C, Fig. 11(a)–(d)
gives the comparison between experimental and model prediction at
500 °C. In this case the model remains in good agreement with the
experimental data under small and large deformations. On the elastic
part the model is perfectly accurate with respect to the experimental
data. Some discrepancies are observed at the beginning of the inelastic
behaviour, mainly due to the scattering of the data between tests under
small and large deformation conditions coming from two diﬀerent devices.
Fig. 12 shows the results of the model with respect to several
loading directions. We can notice that experimentally the anisotropy
eﬀect is more dominant at 400 °C than at 500 °C. The results found by
Chartrel [32] are conﬁrmed.
5. FE simulation of the experimental Omega shape forming
operation
In this study, the implicit FE-code Abaqus 6.14® is used in association with the UMAT facility Zmat® [31]. In such a framework, complex
geometries in industrial applications with large deformations, nonlinear materials and contacts can be eﬀectively covered. To validate the
mechanical behaviour model, the punch force and the displacement of
the specimen predicted by FEM and obtained by Omega shape test were
compared. The FE model used a quarter of the real Omega shape. A 3D
discrete rigid tool (punch, die and blank-holder) with 4-nodes, bilinear
quadrilateral elements (R3D4) and a 3D solid homogeneous deformable
specimen using a 4-node shell element (S4) were used. The material
behaviour was modelled by the elasto-viscoplastic models described
above.
An example of the FE-model result is shown in Fig. 13. The
boundary conditions are 0.5 mm/s punch velocity and the gap between
blank-holder and die is about 0.1 mm. The contact between specimen
and tools is described by surface-to-surface contact with a friction
coeﬃcient of 0.4 (Coulomb's law). This value is selected to be in the
same order than values from the literature such as the work of Ma et al.
[33] on the tribological behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V alloy in contact with
AISI H13 tool steel. In this investigation, the test conditions (materials,
temperatures, friction conditions) perfectly match with the test

Fig. 10. Graphs for true stress–true strain for RD, at 400 °C: push-pull at 10−4 s−1 strain rate (a), pull-push at 10−2 s−1 strain rate (b), relaxation test at 10−4 s−1 ﬁrst
strain rate (c), uniaxial tensile test at 10−2 s−1, 10−3 s−1 and 10−4 s−1 strain rate (d).

Fig. 11. Graphs for true stress–true strain for RD, at 500 °C: push-pull at 10−2 s−1 strain rate (a), pull-push at 10−4 s−1 strain rate (b), relaxation test at 10−4 s−1 ﬁrst
strain rate (c), uniaxial tensile test at 10−2 s−1, 10−3 s−1 and 10−4 s−1 strain rate (d).

Fig. 12. Graphs for true stress–true strain at 10−4 s−1 strain rate and for RD, DD, TD and model at: 400 °C (a) and 500 °C (b).

conditions of the present study. Indeed, at 400 °C the authors obtained a
value of 0.425 under dry friction and a value of 0.3875 at 500 °C. The
average calculation time for one forming step, with an Intel® Core™ i5
CPU @ 1.70 GHz and 8.00 GB RAM, was about 13 h.
Fig. 13 gives the von Mises stress map on the top of the specimen at
the end of the stamping operation. At this step, the maximal stress is
located at the entry at the input radius die (960 MPa).
The results of these FE simulations were compared to experimental
forming tests (see Fig. 14) in terms of punch force–displacement. The
punch force evolution was nearly constant from 10 mm to 35 mm. Beyond this value, the punch force rapidly increased when the specimen
came into contact with the bottom of the die.

Here, the comparison of behaviour models (kinematic and isotropic
components) does not discriminate as to whether one model is more
suited than the other to describe the behaviour of the material.
However, the two behaviour models accurately describe the punch
force evolution with a maximum average gap of 12% at −10 mm displacement.
In addition to the comparison of the punch force as a function of the
displacement, Fig. 15 illustrates the springback observed on the part
after the forming operation. This springback was quantiﬁed by measuring the angle between the inferior horizontal plane of the sample
and the wall on one hand (β angle), and between the superior horizontal plane and the lug of the specimen on the other hand (α angle).

Fig. 13. FE modelling of a single drawing omega operation; von Mises map on the top face at the end of the punch displacement at 500 °C.

Fig. 14. Comparison of the punch force evolution between experiments and the
diﬀerent isotropic and kinematic hardening models at 500 °C.

Here we can observe that the FE simulation process including the behaviour model with the kinematic component oﬀers the best agreement
with the experiment.
A ﬁnal analysis can be made by observing the evolution of the
loading path along the specimen. Three distinct regions can be identiﬁed as suggested by Fig. 16. The evolution of stress level as a function of
strain on these regions and calculation using the diﬀerent behaviour
models shows that, on the wall, several locations pass through a
bending-unbending cycle involving various stress responses. Indeed,
the strain–stress responses predicted by the behaviour models will be
diﬀerent, which greatly inﬂuences the residual stress levels and consequently leads to modiﬁed springback eﬀects (cf. Fig. 15). This phenomenon is more marked at 400 °C, where the springback gap predicted
by the FE model is more visible, as shown in Fig. 15.

6. Discussion
This work involves comparison of experimental and theoretical
predictions of isothermal hot/warm stamping operations with various
hardening models. To predict the formability of industrial parts, FE
tools are widely used [34–37]. However, FE simulation of a stamping
operation remains very complex because many parameters have to be
determined. In particular, the sheet metal behaviour model is one of the
major parameters of the FE simulation. To identify this behaviour law, a
series of tests is essential and can be more or less complex to carry out
[28].
In this study, the tests performed on Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy show
elastic isotropy and plastic anisotropy. The tests carried out by
Odenberger et al. [5], which examined a particular Ti-6Al-4V plate,
exhibit an asymmetric behavior. However, the actual values of yield

stress and Young's modulus diﬀer from what was previously reported by
Odenberger et al. [5]. This work shows the inﬂuence of several key
parameters on the material behaviour in the conditions cited above. On
the other hand, the strain rate sensitivity (10−2 s−1 ≤ ϵ̇ ≤ 10−4s−1) is
characterized by a decrease in the stress level and an increase in the
elongation before necking as the strain rate decreases. The material also
exhibits a temperature sensitivity (from 400 °C to 500 °C) with better
formability and increased elongation when the temperature rises. A
number of other authors report the same results, e.g. Vanderhasten [8].
The plastic anisotropy of the material is marked and can not be ignored.
To this end, the evolution of the plastic strain ratio was analysed. The
calculated values are in a good agreement with the results given by
Odenberger et al. [16] or Chartrel et al. [10] (cf. Table 2).
Depending on the complexity of the loading path, the choice of the
hardening component can be important. The present approach compares both isotropic and kinematic hardening evolutions combined with
a viscoplastic ﬂow and an anisotropic yield criterion. This type of model
is rarely used because it is complex to identify but gives a precise description of the hot/warm isothermal stamping operation. The work of
Kotkunde et al. [29] shows that an exponential hardening law combined with Hill or Cazacu yield criteria best predict titanium alloy behaviour. The model developed in this work shows good accuracy
compared with experiments and combines the same components as
those proposed by Kotkunde et al. [29]. The robustness of the approach
with respect to multiaxial loadings is achieved by conducting tests on
technological specimens (Omega shape test) and by comparing the results with FE simulations.
These analyses investigate some parameters, such as punch speed or
specimen orientation. The results show that the punch force data is too
macroscopic to be a discriminatory factor. Therefore, the measurement
of the springback was analysed, and its prediction was found to be
signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the selected model formulation. Indeed, the
analysis of the loading path given by the numerical simulation along
the Omega specimen for the two hardening evolutions (Fig. 16) shows
tension-compression or compression-tension loading in some regions.
As discussed in the ﬁrst part of the present study, kinematic hardening
component is well adapted to describe such kinds of loading paths
whereas isotropic hardening variable is not really adequate (Fig. 11(a)
and (b)). Therefore, a better prediction of the kinematic hardening
model is expected. This result can be conﬁrmed by the comparison of
the springback eﬀect between the numerical simulations and experiment at the end of the forming stage as illustrated in Fig. 15.
7. Conclusion
This work involves comparison of experimental and theoretical
predictions of hot/warm isothermal stamping operations with various
hardening models. Based on the results, the main ﬁndings can be
itemized as follows:

Fig. 15. Springback comparison between reference, experimental and simulated omega test.

Fig. 16. Evolution of the loading path over time for the diﬀerent behaviour models.
Table 2
Values of the plastic strain ratio for the two temperatures, 400–500 °C.

400 °C
500 °C

r(RD)

r(DD)

r(TD)

0.514
0.462

1.100
1.149

0.617
0.511

• At the temperature considered here, the material exhibits symme•
•

trical behaviour in tension and compression, a plastic strain ratio
reduction and a higher sensitivity to strain rate when the temperature rises.
In the stamping process, the sheet passes through diﬀerent loading
conditions. Tests performed to identify a stamping behaviour model
must take into account loading-unloading eﬀects due to the sheet
sliding between the blank-holder and the die.
The kinematic hardening model associated with the Hill yield criterion correctly describe the Ti-6Al-4V mechanical behaviour under
hot stamping conditions in the temperature range 400–500 °C in the
case of a technical specimen (Omega test forming).
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